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Pursuant to the Agreement for Inspection & Related Services dated 26 May 2010 
between the Crown and KordaMentha and the associated Scoping Document 
dated 21 July 2010 (Appendix 1), KordaMentha has been requested to provide a 
report to The Treasury covering the following:

! A base case receivership scenario estimating potential recoveries, based on 
the review of various assets and our expectation on the recoverability of those 
assets.

! Review of various alternative scenarios presented to the Crown.

! Any other high level comments on the     recapitalisation plan for SCF.

This report should be read in conjunction with the restrictions and scope of work 
detailed in Appendix 2.

Information

In preparing this report we have relied on information from the following sources:

! The watch and control list provided by SCF’s credit management team and 
the three year cashflow plan provided by SCF’s asset management team. 
Both reports dated on or about 15 July 2010.

! The     draft proposal as provided by SCF.

! Review of information provided by SCF in the dataroom run by Forsyth Barr,
particularly surrounding the assets that are not loan advances.

! Discussions with SCF management and other advisors.

! Various information obtained through work previously undertaken for the 
Treasury (as detailed in our previous report), especially around individual loan 
and asset values (per information provided by SCF).

Abbreviations

DGS Deposit Guarantee Scheme

DHL Dairy Holdings Ltd

HNZ Helicopters NZ Ltd

Newco New company to be controlled by the same parties that control    

OIO Overseas Investment Office

   
                                                            
                                        

RB Reserve Bank

Scales Scales Corporation Ltd

SCF or Company South Canterbury Finance Ltd

SCL Southbury Corporation Ltd

SGL Southbury Group Ltd

the Crown The Treasury or The Reserve Bank of New Zealand

Torchlight Torchlight Fund No1 LP

Trust Deed
Amending and Supplemental Debenture Trust Deed dated 30

th
June 

1995 and registered with the Companies Office 11 December 2003.
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! SCF accepts that it will not be able to comply with its trust deed or fund its 
liquidity requirements without some form of recapitalisation.

! Three recapitalisation proposals have been presented to SCF through the 
process that Forsyth Barr has run but we understand that the Company has 
advised the Treasury that the only viable proposal is that which it has 
received from                /    .

! Receivership appears to be the only alternative.

! Amongst other factors, the Crown is comparing the     proposal with 
receivership.  This report provides estimates of the Crown’s potential loss 
under each scenario and comments on their other risks and benefits.

– It has been necessary to adopt many high-level assumptions to derive 
these estimates using information provided by SCF. Our previous reports 
have highlighted the inadequacies of SCF’s information (particularly in 
respect of the loan portfolios and the investments), which inherently 
compromises the accuracy of the estimates provided in this report.

! Based on the information available, the scenario modelling forecasts a loss to 
the Crown of:

Receivership approximately $500 million                        
                   

   Technically the Crown’s maximum exposure would be 
     million but practically it would not be that high.

SCF estimates the Crown’s loss at approximately $335
million                            but it will be higher.

The contract essentially allows     to define the assets 
that will be sold into Newco and the related provisioning, 
and therefore the Crown’s maximum potential recovery.

We believe the Crown’s loss will be between $400 and 
         ion                                          
        

! It is important to review the detailed explanations of each scenario that are 
contained in this report but very high level summaries are provided below.

! The receivership estimate assumes implementation of the plan that is 
explained in our report of July 2010:

– Good bank is sold in June 2012 for approximately     of book value.

– Bad bank is wound down over three years.

– Investments are realised over three years.  

– Related party loans (excluding loans to major investments) are liquidated 
                                  

! The     estimate is based on the current term sheet:

–     invests       illion in SCF and SCL via convertible notes repayable 
in December 2011 and purchases     of SCF’s equity for     

o     million of    ’s investment ranks ahead of the liabilities covered 
by the Crown guarantee but the balance is subordinated.

– The Crown purchases      million of Bad bank assets from SCF (valued 
at current book value) and sells them to    ’s Newco.  

– SCF estimates the underlying value of those loans a      million today.
Newco would owe the Crown      illion for those assets, being the 
NPV of their estimated future cashflows, less any additional provisioning 
adopted by 31 December 2010 (which cannot be estimated).

– The Crown must purchase DHL and Scales if OIO and RB consent is not 
obtained, at their 31 July 2010 book value.                             
                                                                 
                 

! A receivership would provide a clear path to the Crown recovering its 
exposure under the control of a Receiver acting in the best interests of the 

[*]
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Crown.  The Crown’s ultimate loss in a receivership will be the difference 
between the amount it pays out when SCF defaults (est. at $1,753 million 
including prior ranking charges) and the amount recovered from SCF’s 
assets. We currently estimate that potential loss to be approximately $500 
million                                            

! On the face of it, it appears that    ’s proposal will generate a much lower 
loss for the Crown but the contract contains mechanisms through which 
Newco /     will ultimately determine the return the Crown will receive so the 
current estimate is the best possible outcome and the loss will be higher.

– The Crown’s total potential recoveries will be capped at the value of the 
Newco loan on 31 December 2010.  It is not possible to determine what 
that will be, as Newco can:

o adopt additional provisions up to 31 December 2010 to reduce the 
amount it will owe; and

o move additional assets between SCF and Newco until 31 December 
2010, which may result in Newco’s loan book being of lower quality 
than is currently expected.

– Any future upside in Newco’s recoveries will flow to    (not the Crown or 
SCF).  The discount between the book value of the assets and the 
principal owing under the Crown loan creates potential upside on 
completion and there is clearly potential for     to use aggressive 
provisioning to generate additional upside.

– The Crown remains exposed to SCF’s continued trading via the Deed of 
Guarantee that continues to cover SCF’s residual securities but it will 
benefit from the       illion     is investing (which will be used to repay 
            

–                                                                        
                                                               

– All SCF’s assets will be under       control rather than the control of 
someone who is acting in the best interests of the Crown.

! There is a clear risk under       proposal that the Crown’s net position will be 
much worse than the approximately $335 million that SCF estimates. We 
estimate the loss will be between $400 and $500 million.

! Over time we have discussed other options with the Treasury that might have 
achieved some (but not all) of the Crown’s objectives, including:

– The Crown entering into a transaction similar to       proposal but with 
Newco under the Crown’s ownership.  This would ensure that the Crown 
controls the realisation strategy on these assets and its loss would be the 
net loss (i.e. there would be no privatisation of any upside).

– Statutory Management.

– Voluntary Administration, albeit this would likely only result in the Trustee 
appointing a Receiver.

! We understand that the Crown has discounted these other options.

[*]
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Overview

! KordaMentha has been requested by the Crown to provide a base case 
projection of potential recoveries under a receivership.  We understand that 
this will be used as the base case against which the Crown will assess any 
alternative proposals regarding the recapitalisation of SCF.

! On a high level basis, the receivership scenario is based on a receivership on 
30 September 2010 that assumes:

– monthly cashflows for the first two years; and

– annual cashflows for the subsequent two years.

! We assume that the receivership proceeds in accordance with the strategy 
that is explained in our report dated July 2010.  Broadly, that would see the 
Company’s assets managed in three divisions:

– Good bank: portfolio of performing loans, which is sold in June 2012,
either in its entirety or through a sale of the individual loan portfolios (i.e. 
consumer, plant and equipment, etc).

– Bad bank: portfolio of non-performing loans and property loans to be 
realised over time.

– Investment company: Helicopters NZ, Dairy Holdings, Scales Corp and 
other smaller investments, which are realised over time.

! Asset categorisation is the same as that provided in our report to the Treasury 
dated July 2010, which is based on information obtained from the Company
during July.  Fundamentally this is a more conservative categorisation than 
the Company currently assumes.  This will therefore probably differ to the 
starting point for recapitalisation proposals.

! Assumptions have been adopted around the timing of asset realisations and 
the method of realisation or sale.  These assumptions are consistent with the 
plan that is discussed in our report dated July 2010.

! We assume that the Crown is required to pay $1,722 million under the Deed 
of Guarantee, comprised as follows:

Est. Crown Liabilities $ million

Debentures 1,246.3

Bonds 350.0

Prior Charges 113.3

Accrued/Capitalised Interest 43.4

Total 1,753.0

– The Prior Charges are not covered by the Deed of Guarantee but we 
assume they would be repaid by the Crown as that will be the most 
efficient means of obtaining control and reducing leakage.

! The receivership base case scenario is based on a number of assumptions,
which are more fully discussed in the following sections. Providing this 
estimate is an inherently uncertain process that suffers from the informational 
limitations that have been highlighted in our previous reports, particularly the 
issues with the manner in which the Company has categorised its loan 
advances (which are also discussed in the following sections).

! The actual results will inevitably vary to those projected in this report.
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Estimated Recoveries & Loss to the Crown

! We have estimated potential recoveries on a base case scenario. The 
detailed assumptions are discussed below.

! This scenario estimates a net loss to the Crown in a receivership of 
approximately $500 million,                                             
                                                                     
           

                                                                  

                                

                                       

                                        

                               

                                

                                 

                                        

                                           

                                      

                                      

                               

                                                                         

                                                    

                                                 

! There remains downside risk on these estimates.

! We have necessarily adopted a number of high-level assumptions to drive the 
estimated return, in particular around the realisable value of the Good bank 
loan books and the key investments.

! The estimates are based on the information that is currently available but 
there is no market evidence in respect of either as the assets have not been 
widely marketed for sale.

! Economic conditions also present a key risk, in terms of their impact on the 
performance of the loan portfolios (i.e. the capacity of borrowers to meet their 
repayment obligations) and the ability of potential purchasers to access 
funding.  Both issues will be inter-related.
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Base Information and Assumptions

Base Information

! All modelling is based on the following categorisation of assets:

                                              

                                    

                            

                                   

                            

                        

                           

                                    

                                     

! As mentioned in our previous report dated July 2010, the split of loan 
advances between the Good and Bad banks is based on the information 
contained in the watch and control list dated 15 July 2010 provided by SCF’s 
credit team.                                                            
                                                                             
                                                                                
      

! Assumptions regarding cashflow from the Bad bank are based on the review 
provided by the Asset Management division dated 15 July 2010. We have 
reviewed many of these exposures over the past 12 months but some of the 
information is now out of date.                                                 
                                                                                
                                                                               
                                                                    
          

! All related party loans (as defined by SCF) have been individually reviewed.
With the exception of the loans to the major investments, these exposures are 
                                 

! The Investment assets include both the equity investments and any 
associated lending.  These have been the subject of individual reviews where 
information is available.
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Base Assumptions

! The model adopts the opening balance sheet from SCF’s model (June 2010) 
and projects this forward three months to the assumed date of receivership 
(30 September 2010). Thereafter it is assumed that the receivership 
progresses in accordance with the plan that is set down in our report dated 
July 2010.

! The bank balance is assumed to be zero on receivership.

! Good bank modelling uses assumptions from our report dated July 2010 
around rollovers and gross portfolio growth. These assumptions are set to 
maintain the loan book at its current level before bad debts. Bad debts are 
       and have a net impact of reducing the value of the book. Interest 
rates are set to the weighted average minimum interest rate applicable to 
individual loans (i.e. non-default rates) identified in previous analysis.

! Related Good bank is split into two groups:

– The first contains the loans for HNZ, Dairy Holdings and Scales. Our 
firm’s assumption is that these are sold at                           t the 
same time as the related investments are sold and interest is calculated 
as per the SCF model. Until the associated investments are sold, 
recoveries from these loans are as per the SCF model.

– The remaining related Good bank loans have been shifted into bad bank.
                                                                   
                                                                      
                                                                             
      

! Unrelated Bad bank uses the recoveries SCF forecasts within their three year 
cash flow,                                                            
         

Good Bank – est. Realisable value             

                                                  

                                      

Loan Advances

! The gross loan book totals                predominantly being business and 
plant and equipment loans.

                  

            

         

             

          

            

                 

              

               

! We have assumed that the Good bank is operated on a standalone basis 
following receivership, pursuant to the strategy that is discussed in our report 
of July 2010.

! While Good bank remains in SCF’s ownership, this modelling assumes:

– Gross advances remain at                  hich inherently assumes that 
repayments are reinvested or loans are rolled on maturity.  Both will 
occur.

– Bad debt cost is    of the gross book value per annum.

– Interest rates are the weighted average of each loan category.

*
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! Approximately             in cash is generated each year under these 
assumptions.

! In reality there are many possible permutations on these underlying 
assumptions. For example (as considered in our previous report), interest 
rates should arguably be increased b     to offset bad debt risk, or 
consideration could be given to growing the book if economically viable 
funding was available.

! The over-riding assumption is that the Good bank is sold by 30 June 2012. 

! The sale process was set out in our previous report. Interested parties for the 
whole book would need to have access to significant equity and funding lines, 
which may be a key limitation in extracting value. Consideration would 
therefore be given to putting the assets to market in tranches.

!                                                                              
                                                                                
                                                                     
                                                                          
                                                                            
                                                      

! Analysis of the exposures over recent times has however provided insight on 
the relative strengths and weaknesses of the components of the Good bank 
book and allows a proxy for likely recoveries between each loan category.

!                                                                            
                                                                         
                                   

         

             

            

        

            

         

                                 

                     

–                                                                   
                                                             

–                                                                        
                                                                      
                                                                   
                                                                         
                                                                         

–                                                                                   
                                     

! We assume that this represents the amount that would otherwise be 
recovered from the book over time.  As was noted previously, the loan book is 
estimated to generate approximately             in cash each year.  Income 
would therefore be generated, which could allow the advances to be held for 
a longer period.  This option is only viable if a stable funding base is available.
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Business Loan Portfolio

! The Business portfolio represents approximatel      of the gross Good bank 
loan book                                           Its value will therefore be 
a critical component of the Crown’s total recoveries.

! The current categorisation is heavily weighted toward loans that are being 
serviced but it is not clear what portion of principal is amortising on the loans 
recorded as being subject to P&I payments:
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Plant & Equipment Loan Portfolio

! The plant and equipment loan book (which operates under the Face Finance
brand) exhibits the characteristics you would generally expect for a portfolio of 
this nature.

! Whilst a large portion of loans are on                      we understand that 
the Company’s practice has been to write them on that basis and
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Property Loans

!                                                                           
                                                                      
                                        

                         

                    

                

                     

          

                   

! The actual level of servicing is lower because    is in arrears:

                              

                  

                   

                    

               

               

                   

                   

! These loans are predominantly secured by second mortgages and other 
collateral securities.

                                                                              
                                                                           

! Relative to the size of the Good bank book, this group of advances is not 
significant                                                                    
                                                                                 
                                                                         
                                                                                  
            

Rural Portfolio

                                                                               
                                                                                   
                                                                            

                         

                   

                

                      

          

                   

! The Company assesses these loans to be at the           of its risk grading 
framework but we consider                       
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Bad Bank – estimated realisations            

! Bad bank assets are based on the Asset Management list of assets provided 
as at 15 July 2010 and this is the basis for the recovery projection.

– Please note that the Asset Management total settlement amount does not 
exactly match that provided in the watch and control list, as provided by 
the Credit Management team. We believe this reflects differing opinions 
on what constitutes the Bad bank within the organisation and has meant 
that certain assumptions need to be made in the financial model, as the 
amounts do not perfectly reconcile.

! SCF believes that the Bad bank assets will liquidate over            

                                                                        
         

! The        exposures account for approximately     of the Bad bank book.
                                                                            

                                    

                         

                               

                              

                      

                                         

                   

                         

                 

                                    

                                

     

                   

     

! Realisations from these loans will be a key determinant of both timing and 
value for the Bad bank.

                                                                             
                                                                             
                                                                         
                                                                           
                                                                      
                                                                              
                                                                            
                                     

! In general the recovery estimates do not appear unreasonable in the 
circumstances but these loans are challenging and                           
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Related Party Exposures

! KordaMentha has previously reviewed these exposures                 
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Key Investments                                                   

Helicopters (NZ) Ltd (“HNZ”)

! Information provided in respect                                               
                                                                            
                                                                          

!                                                                              
                                                                                  
new supply contracts to replace those expiring. KordaMentha has not had 
                                                               en, this 
                                                             ems 
                                                           

! HNZ was transferred into SCF earlier this year for $90.3 million.  This value is 
at th         of the range provided in an independent appraisal report that 
was prepared for the purposes of the Deed of Guarantee                 
                                                  

! KordaMentha has reviewed this valuation along with additional information 
that was made available via the data room that is in place for potential 
acquirers but we have been unable to speak with the company directly and 
understand it has been run as a family business for a number of years. 
Historical financial accounts have been completed by              nd are 
not audited. 

!                                                                            
                                                                           
                                                                                  
                                                                       
                                       

!                                                                         
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! SCF has however indicated that there is significant interest in this asset        
                                                 

!                                                                              
                        

! Included in the HNZ subset is the Helicopter Nominees business, which 
leases seven aircraft to HNZ. This analysis assumes these are realised    
          in the same timeframe.

!                                                                          
                                                   

                                

                          

                           

                              

                                 

             

Scales Corporation Ltd (“Scales”)

! SCF now owns 79.7% of Scales, which operates across pet food 
manufacture, liquid storage, shipping agents, property ownership and 
management as well as being New Zealand’s largest grower, packer and 
exporter of apples.

! 65% of Scales’ equity was transferred into SCF earlier this year for $72.2 
million. This was at the          f the valuation range provided in an 
independent appraisal report prepared at the time                          
                          

! Scales also owes SCF approximately               The business has a high 
seasonal working capital requirement, which SCF funds. 

! KordaMentha has reviewed the valuation and, where possible, updated it for 
more recent results.                                                      
                                   

! The business is mature and well known.                               
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Dairy Holdings Ltd (“DHL”)

! DHL is a substantial privately owned dairy farming operation in the South 
Island, which owns 58 dairy farms producing approximately              
kilograms of milk solids.

! DHL was transferred into SCF earlier this year for                Due to the 
related party nature of the transaction, an independent appraisal report was 
completed which supported this transfer valuation. 

! SCF has a 33.6% stake in DHL with other significant shareholders being      
    at 21%,             at 17% and three US based investors totalling 
24.9%. 
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Other Investments

! Our previous reviews of other investments on the Company’s balance sheet
were based on the information the Company has available.                
                                                                        
                                          

! Our report of July 2010 provided an overview of the value of the key assets 
for which an appropriate level of information is available.  That work forms the 
basis of our estimates in this regard.

Non Property Assets

! The receivership projection assume               is recovered from these 
assets                                              

                       

                                   

                                     

                              

                            

                 

                               

                  

           

! On balance, there appears to be value in the                      and 
                       Interest has been shown from other shareholders for 
the                         businesses so we have assumed a relatively 
short realisation timeframe.

                                                                       
                                                                             
                                                                           
                                                                               

                                                                             
                                               

Property Assets

! As mentioned in previous reports, the value on realisation of these assets 
could be highly dependent on the time available and the state of the property 
market.
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Other Assets

Lease Assets

! Other Assets prim                                                 assets 
associated with the                                          The modelling
assumes that these assets self-liquidate over the next three years.

Property Plant & Equipment

! Other Assets also includes the office equipment and computer systems of 
            which are assumed at a                            

Miscellaneous

! Miscellaneous assets cover sundry receivables, some derivative financial 
instruments and government stock, which are assumed to be recovered 
within the next twelve months.

Operating Costs

Overhead and Operating Costs

! Overheads and operating costs have been taken from SCF’s investor model. 
SCF has not provided an itemised breakdown.

! The core operating cost is associated with the Good bank.  

! After Good bank is realised, ongoing expenses of       f total remaining 
assets are assumed (which is in line with industry standards).

Asset Sale Costs

! Asset Sale costs relate to potential brokerage and commission usual in these 
situations. Our assumption is for a    charge on the value of the major 
assets sold, including the Good bank.
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Debenture Repayment

! At the time of default all debentures, bonds and prior charges are assumed to 
start accruing interest at 8% on an “initial amount”.  This initial amount 
includes both the principal and unpaid pre-default interest owing at the time of 
default.  

! Payments are assumed to be made by the Crown at dates after default based 
on percentages of the initial amount (including any capitalised interest on 
these amounts), in accordance with the distribution provided by the Treasury:

Month 1 75%

Month 2 80%

Month 3 85%

Month 4 90%

Month 5 95%

Month 6 100%

Crown Debenture

Payout Statistics

! We assume all guaranteed investments have been repaid six months after 
receivership.

! Funds generated from recoveries are applied in repayment of this initial 
exposure.  The remaining balance is assumed to be financed at    per 
annum. In the first two years interest is compounded monthly on the average 
cash shortfall (pre-interest).  Thereafter it is calculated annually on the 
average shortfall.
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! SCF accepts that it will not be able to comply with its trust deed or fund its 
liquidity requirements without some form of recapitalisation.  The Company 
believes that by 31 August it must have a proposal that is capable of 
acceptance.  Whilst it may not have run out of cash by that point, the current 
waiver from the Trustee expires on 31 August and we understand that the 
Company does not believe a further waiver will be granted unless a 
recapitalisation proposal is being finalised.

! SCF has been seeking recapitalisation proposals that are broadly based on 
the principle that:

– the Bad bank will be moved out of the Company in a transaction funded 
by the Crown; and

– new equity will be introduced into the remaining business (i.e. the Good 
bank and the key investment assets) to stabilise its capital base and 
enable it to continue trading.

! Our report of July 2010 contained high-level projections of the potential 
performance of the Good bank, which supported the assumption that there 
may be an underlying business that equity investors might find attractive.

! We are aware that at various times over the past three months       roups of 
investors have been involved in the recapitalisation process that Forsyth Barr 
has been running on the Company’s behalf.

! We understand that SCF has received proposals fro        investors:

–           

–                                           

–                /    .

! We have not been provided with copies of the           proposals but we 
understand that the Company has advised the Treasury that they are 
inadequate so we have been instructed not to consider them.

! SCF is promoting the proposal presented b          as a viable alternative to 
receivership.

! This is not however the only alternative to receivership.  Over time we have 
discussed various proposals with the Treasury that would have achieved 
some (but not necessarily all) of the Crown’s objectives (refer section 7).

[*]

[*]
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– Any upside (after interest) is retained by Newco /    , which is not owned 
by SCF (i.e. the upside will not be available to SCF or the Crown).

! The        proposal also obligates the Crown to purchase DHL and Scales if 
OIO and RB consent is not obtained.  The Crown must pay the 1 July 2010 
book value,                                                             
                   

! The loss to the Crown will therefore be the total of:

– The difference between the             the Crown pays SCF and the 
amount Newco ultimately repays under the Crown’s loan;

– The difference between any amount paid to purchase DHL and Scales 
and their realisable value                                            
              

– Any future losses on SCF, as the Deed of Guarantee remains in place 
over SCF’s remaining debenture stock, bonds, etc.

! The terms sheet contemplates this transaction requiring:

– OIO consent, in respect of both the SCF investment and the purchase of 
DHL, Scales, etc.

– Takeovers Panel consent.

– Exemption from the Reserve Bank’s NBDT regime capital adequacy 
requirements.

Potential Crown Loss

! SCF estimates the Crown’s loss at approx. $335 million                       
                           

! There are a number of variables that will drive the ultimate loss to the Crown 
on this transaction, which cannot currently be defined.  In particular:

– The level of provisioning Newco adopts by 31 December 2010, as that 
will drive the amount that Newco will owe the Crown.  The terms sheet 
allows Newco /     to determine provisioning unilaterally.

o Controls could be placed around the manner in which provisioning 
can be assessed to mitigate the risk of Newco using this to its 
advantage

– The value of assets exchanged between SCF and Newco before 31 
December 2010.

– The amount that will actually be recovered from Newco’s assets.  The 
Crown’s loan to Newco is on a limited recourse basis, as it is only 
recoverable from Newco’s assets, so the Crown’s return will only ever be 
the amount Newco recovers from the Bad bank loans to a maximum of 
the amount of loan.

– The amount recovered from DHL and Scales, in the event they are “put”
to the Crown.

! SCF promotes        ’s offer as crystallising the Crown’s loss.  This is not 
correct.  

!        ’s proposal does however cap the Crown’s recoveries.  The Crown’s 
loss cannot be lower because any upside will be retained by Newco (as the 
Crown can only ever recover the amount of its loan to Newco, which is fixed 
at 31 December 2010).  

! In essence, the Crown carries the downside risk under this structure but has 
no ability to access any potential upside.

[*]
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! SCF does not benefit from any upside because     will own Newco.  Any 
upside will not therefore be available to mitigate the Crown’s exposure under 
the Deed of Guarantee over SCF’s remaining liabilities.  

! The Crown has no ability to manage its risk because recoveries and asset 
values (i.e. net of provisioning) will be under Newco’s control.

! The Crown’s net exposure will however benefit from the              injected 
into SCF.

! It must be recognised that these are conceptual scenarios.  Given the nature 
of the assets it is probably reasonable to assume that it is more likely there 
will be downside pressure on returns than upside potential.  Newco could 
however manipulate this by adopting aggressive provisioning and exchanging 
assets between SCF and Newco up to 31 December 2010 (and it would be 
incentivised to do so).

! The receivership scenario discussed in this report estimates a loss to the 
Crown of approximately $500 million                                     
       

! Under        ’s proposal the Crown carries the same risk on the value of the 
investments and Bad bank (assuming DHL and Scales are put to the Crown 
because OIO or RB consent is not obtained).

! Estimating the actual loss is very difficult due to the uncertainty around asset 
values and    ’s ability to drive changes in them before completion.  Based 
on the Company’s current analysis of the assets that will be transferred to 
Newco, we estimate the Crown’s loss to be between $400 and $500 million 
                                                                       
        

[*]
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Issue Receivership         Proposal

Crown Payout Crown must pay out all liabilities covered by the Deed 
of Guarantee (est. $1,753 million, including Torchlight 
facilities that would be repaid for efficiency), which will 
be partially repaid over time.

Crown must pay             to SCF, which will be 
partially recovered over time (refer below).

Crown remains on risk for the balance of SCF’s 
liabilities, as they remain covered by the Crown 
Guarantee.

             will however be injected into SCF, 
subordinate to the Crown’s guarantee.

Est. Potential Crown Loss          approx. $500 million                         
                                                  
                  

Between $400 and $500 million with risk on
recoveries under the Crown’s loan to Newco (inc. any 
potential loss on                 

The Crown’s exposure under the guarantee of SCF’s 
remaining eligible liabilities benefits from the     
million injected by way convertible notes (assuming 
they rank behind all guaranteed liabilities).

Control Receiver controls realisations and therefore the 
Crown’s potential loss, in accordance with a strategy 
agreed with key stakeholders (as per our report of 
July 2010)

        / SCF controls the Crown’s potential loss 
under both:

! Newco, in terms of the amount recovered from 
the Bad bank loans; and

! SCF, in terms of the Crown’s residual exposure 
under the remaining guaranteed securities.

Recovery Outcome Downside risk remains, due to the nature of the 
assets and market conditions.

The Crown would benefit from any upside above 
current realisation estimates.

Newco: The Crown cannot benefit from any upside.  
Its recoveries are capped at the amount it is owed by 
Newco.          /     will take any upside in returns 
above the amount Newco owes the Crown.

The Crown is exposed to the same significant 
downside risk that applies under the receivership
scenario.
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Issue Receivership         Proposal

SCF Residual: Crown remains exposed to SCF’s 
residual eligible liabilities but will benefit from the 
                                       

Future Direction Good bank will continue, in whole or part, following a 
sale to new owners, with no ongoing exposure to the 
Crown (assuming the purchaser is not covered by the 
Deed of Guarantee).

                                      

The Crown will be unable to estimate its loss until 
Newco’s assets are agreed at 31 December 2010.

SCF will continue to trade under new ownership 
without an intervening insolvency, after the Crown’s 
intervention in purchasing Bad bank and        ’s 
injection of fresh capital (albeit by way of secured 
notes).
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! The Crown is currently considering two scenarios:

– Receivership; or

– The recapitalisation proposal submitted by         /    , which SCF is 
promoting.

! Over time KordaMentha and the Treasury have discussed a wide range of 
other options, including:

– The Crown entering into a transaction similar to that which         is 
proposing but with Newco under the Crown’s ownership.  This would 
ensure that the Crown controlled the realisation strategy on these assets 
and its loss would be the net loss (i.e. there would be no privatisation of 
any upside).

– Statutory Management.

– Voluntary Administration, albeit this would likely only result in SCF being 
liquidated and may drive the Trustee to appoint a receiver.

! We understand that these and other options that have previously been 
discussed have been discounted such that the Crown considers the two 
alternatives currently available to be the only viable options.

[*]
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Appendix 2 – Restrictions

Restrictions

! This report is not intended for general circulation, nor is it to be reproduced or used for any purpose other than that outlined herein without our written permission in each 
specific instance.

! We do not assume any responsibility or liability for any losses occasioned to any party as a result of the circulation, publication, reproduction or use of this report contrary 
to the provisions of this paragraph.

! In preparing this report we have relied on information provided to us by others, particularly information that is contained in the Company’s loan files and its unaudited 
financial results.  We have not independently audited or verified that information.  We reserve the right (but will be under no obligation) to review this report and if we 
consider it necessary to revise the report in light of any information existing at the date of this report which becomes known to us after that date. 

! The information provided to us included forecasts of future revenues and expenditures, profits and cashflows, prepared by the company.  Forecasts by their very nature 
are uncertain, particularly in the current economic environment, and some assumptions inevitably will not materialise.  Therefore the actual results achieved may vary 
significantly from those in the forecasts.



Appendix 3 – Detailed Summary of Receivership Scenario
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